
 

 

 

NUMBER 20                              NEWSLETTER                            DECEMBER 2016      

PROJECTS COMPLETED UNDER CHALLENGING CONDITIONS 

As many Friends have commented, we continue to soldier on, trying to put your much 

appreciated donations towards the continuing, good work being done by the charity; we 

are mindful of the need to translate your contributions into tangible projects on the 

ground. This is the ethos of FOH. We strive for nothing less and need your 

encouragement. When we see the smiles on children’s faces and the acknowledgement 

of our hard work by the people of Hadhramaut, it certainly makes all the effort 

worthwhile.  

 

We are proud to have achieved the following during a very difficult time for 

Hadhramaut: 

 

CLASSROOMS AND LAVATORIES 

 

Madrasah al-Showkani Primary School for Girls and Boys, Al-Barh near al-Shihr 

 

1 brand new classroom built. 

2 new lavatories constructed for girls.  

3 lavatories renovated for boys. 

 

  

Toilet block site showing 

an old siqaya 

 

Pupils outside the new toilet block 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 
           

 

Supervisor Muhammad Awadh Bahumeid with his team 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New classroom with FOH plaque                    New girls toilet block with water tank                              New classroom windows 

 

Saif bin DhiYazen School for Boys, Al-Qatn 

14 lavatories repaired. 

Al-Khansaa Secondary School for Girls 

Leaking roof of classroom repaired. 



 

 

MEDICINES 

Medical aid was given to al-Rahma and al-Noor Medical Centres and the Bashraheel 

Hospital in al-Mukalla and was distributed to a large number of poor families and 

refugees in Wadi Hadhramaut and along the coastal areas. Each family comprises a 

large number of dependents. Patients with dengue fever and 3 patients who could not 

afford operations were also helped. 

 

 

FOOD AND DRY GOODS DISTRIBUTION 
 

 

Several refugee and poor families were helped with food rations, milk and pampers. 

STATIONERY, SATCHELS, SHOES, UNIFORMS AND MISCELLANEOUS 

SCHOOL ITEMS 

Madrasah Ba Bakr Primary School, al-Qatn 

Madrasah al-Naqah, Ghayl Bawazir 

Tariq bin Ziyad Primary School, Asnab, Wadi Khonab 

 

Orphans and poor children were helped in al-Mukalla and al-Shihr. 
 

 

CURRENT PROJECT 

Centre for the Care and Rehabilitation of Children with Autism, al-Shihr 

For the first time in our 20 year history we are helping autistic children. The Centre was 

established in 2015 and is run by Ahmad Saleh Ba Musallam. There are currently 

approximately 50 boys and girls in the 5 classrooms, aged 4-11 years old. Most parents 

cannot afford the fees and therefore the salaries of the staff and teachers are difficult to 

meet. The Centre receives no funding whatsoever from the government. The building 

is rented by the Director and serves children from the areas of al-Shihr, Hami and 

Tubala. There are very few games and computers and no playground equipment. We 

have been able to raise over £8,000 towards the Centre’s requirements thanks to the 

very generous donations received at the Torquay Garden Party and our Local 

Coordinator is in the process of helping them with the supply of new ACs (to cope with 

the scorching summer heat) as well as games, educational aids, classroom furniture, 

swings and slides. The Centre is also running courses on teaching mothers how to cope 

with their autistic children at home.  
 

  
     The Autism Centre, Al-Shihr                          AC awaiting installation in classroom 



 

 

THANK  YOU FOR YOUR DONATIONS 

 

Aziza & Laura Allard    Audrey Allfree    Roy Alphey   

Anne      Stefan Antoniuk  Farida Azad 

Christopher & Primrose Arnander  Fatih Aydin    Christopher Baker 

Majid Balharith    Muhammad BaMukrah  Omar A. BaMagain  

Patricia Beauchamp   Mr. & Mrs. R Bishop  Mark Blackett-Ord 

Richard Branczik   Daniel & Valerie Boatwright  Dr. Noel Brehony  

James Budd    Helen Burner   Saira Butt  

Meriel Buxton     Ulla Calvert    Shireen Careem  

Caroline & Anne Carey    Angela Chant    Myfanwy Cheikh-Cook 

Rahena & Shareefa Chowdhury  Penny Cowell    Peter & Eileen Crichton  

Alexander Cumas   Alan D’Arcy   Peter Danby-Smith 

Rod Davidson     Mr. & Mrs. M. bin Dohry John & Patricia Ducker 

Dick Eberlie    Hilary Evans   Dr. Julie Evans 

Dr. Robert & Dr. Hettie Elgood   Rosie Farrant    Susan Fleming 

Saleha & Marzia Farooqui  Jean Fletcher    Jane Forrester  

Joanna Ford    Fiona Fox    Dr. Ulrike Freitag 

Brian Fyfield-Shayler   David & Ann Grainger   Lord & Lady Green 

Jean Green    David Halford   Stewart Hawkins 

Dr. Tom & Elisabeth Greeves  John & Georgina Harding Prince Abbas Hilmi 

John & Elizabeth Houghton  John & Barbara Horrell   Simon Howes  

Paul Hughes-Smith   Alex Hutchinson   Philip & Brigid Jacob 

Lorraine Jubb    Kay     Caroline Keane  

Angela Kilmartin   Colin Kilvington   Rosemary Kluth 

Maria Krebs    June & Melanie Lake   Elizabeth Loving 

Dr. Runa Mackay   John & Susan Mason   Fran McMurray 

Robert & Tempe Mansfield  Fionnuala Macready-Bryan Andrew Mead 



 

 

Hussain & Jeffreya Mahamoor  Liz Middlebrook  Julia Miles 

Mr. & Mrs. Marcus Mee  Gary Mundy    Nazar & Karim Mustafa 

James Nash    Yousif al-Nassar   Don & Alice Newton 

Shad S. Pasha    Rosalind Plumtree   Sian Pope 

Sir William & Lady Patey  Sir Tom & Lady Phillips Fatima al-Qu’aiti 

Sultan Ghalib al-Qu’aiti   Mr. & Mrs. Nabil Qureshi  Mr. & Mrs. Rana 

Simon Ramsden   Peter Ratzer    Shafik Rehman  

Julia & Charles Sanders   Dr. Hannelore Schönig   Sarah Searight  

Asya Al al-Shaikh    Graham Shelley   John Shipman  

Martin & Delores Stear   Jane Taylor   Nabila Tayub 

Tim Thomas    Philippa Vaughan  Jeni Whittaker 

Sir Harold & Lady Walker  John Williams   Peter Egan-Williams 

Sue Windham-Wright   John & Patricia Worsley Ghala Zaida 

Abdullah Zain    Zaida Zain    Yumna Zain 

 
We are very grateful to a family (who wish to remain anonymous) as well as three 

individuals in Saudi Arabia for their generous donations. We acknowledge with 

gratitude the donation from the family of the late Peter Fleming as well as a donation 

from Friends in Dublin. 

 

The following Friends continue to support us through standing orders: Lady Bute, 

Lord Green of Deddington, J. Lush, E. Whitaker, C. Arnander, T. Petouris, S H 

Al-Juffali and J. Ady. 

 

  



 

 

AUTUMN GARDEN PARTY THATCHER HOUSE,                                                          

TORQUAY 17TH SEPTEMBER 2016 

 

More than 100 Friends and supporters 

gathered at the enchanting setting in Devon 

on the English Riviera to celebrate our 13th 

Garden Party, so thoughtfully and 

generously hosted by Yousif al-Nassar (a 

loyal Friend of Hadhramaut since 1999). The 

atmosphere was dazzling as brilliant 

sunshine illuminated the lovely setting. 

Guests had travelled long distances by car and train to reach this far flung corner of the 

British Isles. The Trustees and Patrons were particularly moved to see the huge effort 

made by all those attending the event: an act of solidarity with the suffering people of 

Hadhramaut. We have no words to thank Yousif for his superb organisation on the day 

itself and the laborious preparations he and his staff had made beforehand, as this 

fundraising event had germinated well over a year ago. Yousif was instrumental in 

garnering donations from a wide spectrum of friends, both within the UK and abroad, 

which raised the highest amount ever at any Garden Party held since our founding in 

1997: the staggering sum of £8,000 (before Gift Aid). We are truly beholden to Yousif 

for his inspired enthusiasm and unwavering support of our targeted project: the Autism 

Centre in al-Shihr. Everyone reported having a fabulous time and Brian Fyfield-Shayler 

must be congratulated on bringing the largest contingent of supporters from Tavistock.   

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

                    

 

Yousif welcoming guests 

View of Thatcher Rock Thatcher House from the sea 



 

 

The general appreciation can be seen in the 

comments below: 

Cirencester: Thanks for arranging such a 

wonderful gathering… the setting was perfect 

and it was lovely to see so many Friends. 

Tavistock: Superbly organised and totally 

enjoyable from start to finish…the house, 

gardens, copious refreshments… the items 

purchased have all received very favourable 

comment… one guest was overwhelmed by the 

generous supply of gluten-free goodies. I was wonderfully looked after by the excellent 

team of trustees and organisers… greatly enjoyed meeting lots of others with whom we 

share memories of that beautiful and tragic country of South Arabia. Please convey my 

grateful thanks to our host for the delightful event in that most beautiful spot. 

Cirencester: Thanks for arranging such a wonderful gathering… the setting was 

perfect and it was lovely to see so many Friends. 

London: What a wonderful FOH event… it was nothing short of a miracle that we 

could enjoy such a halcyon day in the grounds of Thatcher House. Our host was so 

generous…wonderful time meeting old and new Friends amid the deluge of delicious 

sandwiches and cakes. Well done on gathering such a large crowd of people for such a 

deserving cause. The speech was so touching and heartfelt.  

Hampshire: Am thrilled about the fundraising and great to be a part of it… 

congratulations to you all… a wonderful result. 

Dartmoor: The event was extremely successful and lovely seeing all the Friends again. 

What a great day for FOH.  

Banbury: What an outstanding gathering in the most beautiful surroundings in lovely 

weather and so many enthusiastic guests. Well done indeed to all concerned.  

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Futahs & incense-burners from Hadhramaut 

A. D'Arcy & Suleyman, youngest FOH 

supporter present 

Baskets & jewelry from Hadhramaut 



 

 

Excerpts from the Treasurer’s Speech 

A very good afternoon to you all gathered here today in this idyllic spot on the English 

Riviera. Thatcher House was built in 1927 on this cliff top overlooking Thatcher Rock 

and these landscaped gardens cover an area of seven acres. At the end of WWII, the 

house was badly burnt and the thatched roof was replaced by cedar wood. It is 

interesting to learn that 13 tin miners from Cornwall were directed to fortify Thatcher 

Rock in June 1940 in a secret project: “The initial work was the construction of a stone 

pier on which to land sufficient equipment to build a two foot gauge railway. The 

tunnels were completed in 1941. The railway was mainly used to carry members of the 

Royal Observer Corps to an advanced observation post, at the summit. In 1944, the 

Thatcher Rock Military Railway was dismantled”. 

The Trustees first met Yousif in Torquay where his aunt Pandora Holloway co-hosted 

with Alan D’Arcy two most memorable garden parties in 1999 and 2000. We are 

delighted to be invited by her nephew after 16 years to our third garden party in 

Torquay. Quite a record! How can we thank you, Yousif, for welcoming us so warmly 

to your home and these stunning gardens, for allowing us to use these enchanting 

premises and for providing us with such a delicious spread. You have left no stone 

unturned to make sure we are all well looked after. Your arrangements are absolutely 

superb. Yousif’s connection to Hadhramaut, which he holds very dear to his heart, goes 

back to 1971 when he stayed with a Hadhrami family on his first visit to Jeddah.  

It gives me great pleasure to welcome our two new patrons John Harding and John 

Ducker accompanied by their wives. I hope you will have a chance to talk to them about 

their time in the Hadhramaut in the 1960’s. We are very fortunate that all our three 

patrons lived and served in the Hadhramaut, which they grew to love and which is now 

suffering in so many ways.   

We distributed several tons of dry goods in Ramadan to poor families including rice, 

sugar, oil, tea, milk powder and wheat. These items were also given to 62 families in 

the aftermath of Cyclone Chapala in 2015. We must remember that FOH has neither 

the capacity nor the funds to undertake wide scale operations. We are NOT a relief 

organisation. In spite of severe restrictions logistically on the ground, we were able to 

reach out to these stranded families. FOH also helped 43 refugee families in al-Mukalla, 

al-Qatn and Ghayl Bawazir who had to flee Aden after the heavy bombardment in 2015.  

FOH has been truly inspired by the initiative of a man who has started a small Centre 

for approximately 50 autistic children in al-Shihr. We hope that funds raised today will 

help us support the Centre in purchasing educational tools, playground equipment and 

furniture. None of our projects would ever materialise without the hard work, selfless 

devotion and integrity of our “man on the ground, our Local Coordinator Salah al-

Qu’aiti, assisted by his two sons Muhammad and Ali. His sterling efforts are entirely 

voluntary and we owe him a great deal.  

The sum of £8,000 was raised for FOH. 
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     Ramsden & Gary Mundy, busy as ever                                                   June Lake & Julia Sanders at entrance  

 

NEWS OF THE CHAIRMAN 

Saleh al-Qu’aiti is currently in Jeddah. He was pleased to meet Dr. Ulrike Freitag, 

Director of the Zentrum Moderner Orient, Berlin and David Hirsch from the Charles 

Young Research Library, UCLA. He would be happy to meet any Friends visiting the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: salehbinghalib@hotmail.com 

NEWS OF THE ADVISER 

The highlight of my year was certainly the Torquay weekend staying at the delightful 

Robin Hill Hotel, enjoying the company of our two newest patrons and their wives, 

other former officers in Aden and the Protectorates in the 1960s.  

 

 It was particularly gratifying that around 40 of 

my friends came from around Devon to witness 

the fabulous views overlooking the whole of 

Torbay and to support our cause. Yousif and his 

staff had spared no effort or expense to ensure 

a hugely successful event. His generosity was 

truly astounding. I was intrigued to learn that 

two of his grandparents had been born in 

Tavistock and several of their forebears had 

been buried in the now disused cemetery. So, 

L-R: James Nash, Georgina Harding, Patrons John Harding & John Ducker,                                                                            

Sultan Ghalib al-Qu’aiti & Stewart Hawkins 

 

Brian Fyfield-Shayler at Thatcher House  

mailto:salehbinghalib@hotmail.com


 

 

with help from my genealogist friend Jan Fletcher (who also attended the garden party), 

we have drawn up a pretty impressive family tree. 

 

At our annual meeting of trustees, we arranged an internet link-up with trustee Maija 

Calvert but not with our LC in Hadhramaut, due to the prevailing conditions there. I am 

delighted we are now able to extend a helping hand to a number of autistic children in 

Hadhramaut. It is clear that our 20th anniversary event in Paris (May 2017) will 

generate a considerable number of Euro transactions into our Euro account in 

Tavistock. It is vital that we can identify each payment accurately and speedily before 

we move onto a more internet-based banking system in the near future. 

                                                                                        B.A. F-S 

NEWS OF THE ITALIAN BRANCH 

We were pleased to have Brian back with us in April 2016, spending time with several 

of the Amici in Venice, Padua, Vicenza and Verona. Some Amici are thinking of coming 

to Paris for the 20th anniversary event, perhaps travelling overland! 

Everyone is asking where and when the next event in Italy will be held? Any offers? 

Alessandro Sacchetti 

NEWS OF THE TREASURER 

Sultana al-Qu’aiti helped organise the Torquay event along with her daughter Fatima 

al-Qu’aiti and Lady Phillips without whom the craft stall would have been empty! 

Sultana travelled to Germany in September to meet our newly appointed Local 

Coordinator Wolfgang Gaerte who went out of his way to give invaluable advice 

regarding our planned 2018 fundraising event in Bonn, where she met several FOH 

including the renowned Professor Stefan Wild and our very first German FOH, 

Ambassador Reinhard Schlagintweit, Ambassador Werner and Katharina Krebs, 

Ambassador Alfred and Ulrike Vestring, Ambassador Pius Fischer and Vanja Pantovic 

and the architect Mahmud Rasch. She also attended the AGM of the Friends of Socotra 

in Tubingen where she met FOH Dr. Francine Stone, James Firebrace and Dr. Miranda 

Morris. In October she travelled to Paris to plan and help Jose-Marie Bel and Maija 

Calvert (LC in France) organise our 20th anniversary event in May 2017. 

 

NEWS OF THE LOCAL COORDINATOR 

Salah al-Qu’aiti has tirelessly continued to look after the interests of FOH in spite of 

the insurmountable difficulties of working in Hadhramaut due to the effects of the 

ongoing war in Yemen. The results of his hard work can be read on the first pages of 

this newsletter; surely a visible testimony to what he has achieved in the midst of a 

mounting tide of rising prices, acute transportation and communication problems and 

the very problematic issue of getting to oversee our projects in such far flung places, 

given the nature of Hadhramaut’s vast land mass. His two sons Muhammad and Ali, 

currently studying at the University of Hadhramaut in al-Mukalla, are proving to be 

able-bodied successors to their father’s principles of hard work and integrity. We salute 



 

 

these young Hadhrami pioneers. Salah has taken a particular interest in helping autistic 

children at the Centre in al-Shihr and is currently disbursing the monies raised in 

Torquay towards improving and equipping this Centre and giving assistance to the 

children. 

We thank Salah profusely for his unstinting and entirely voluntary efforts on behalf of 

FOH and the people of Hadhramaut. Please feel free to contact him, remembering that 

internet connections in Hadhramaut are sporadic: salahquaiti66@gmail.com 

 

CONDOLENCES 

Our deepest sympathy to Robert Shipman on the death of his brother John Shipman 

(FOH 28.1.97) in London in November, 2016, aged 77. The funeral on 30th November 

at Chelsea Old Church was attended by several FOH including our three patrons. John 

was a loyal and regular attendee at our events and a generous supporter of FOH. He 

will be sorely missed both in the UK and in Hadhramaut where he had many friends. 

Our deepest sympathy to Shama Husain and her family on the death of her husband Dr. 

Imtiaz Husain (FOH 24.8.97) after an illness bravely borne in November, 2016 in 

London. 

Our deepest sympathy to the children of Hafsa Abbas (FOH 2.7.00) who died in Jeddah 

in November, 2016. 

Our deepest sympathy to Lt. Col. Ian Hywel-Jones on the death of his wife Merilyn 

(FOH 10.2.97) in October, 2016 after an illness bravely borne. Several FOH attended 

her Memorial Service at All Saints, Fulham on 29th November, 2016. 

Our deepest sympathy to David Chaldecott on the death of his sister Merula Ann 

Thwaites in October, 2016 after a long illness bravely borne. 

Our deepest sympathy to the family of the renowned French archaeologist Remy 

Audouin (FOH 19.8.97) who died in September, 2016 in Nice. Jose-Marie Bel (FOH) 

attended his funeral in the Pere Lachaise Cemetery. He first went to Hadhramaut in 

1974 where he worked on the Shabwa excavations with Jacqueline Pirenne and was to 

spend a further 35 years in his beloved Yemen. For five years, he was the Secretary-

General of CEFAS: le Centre Francais d’Archéologie et de Sciences Sociales which he 

co-founded. Claire Hardy-Guilbert adds: “Un des rares archéologues à être venus me 

visiter à al-Shihr, le bout du monde et à m’encourager! J’étais à ses funérailles et à 

l’hommage qui lui a été rendu à l’Institut du Monde Arabe”.  

Our deepest sympathy to Elizabeth Loving on the death of her mother Mrs. Loving in 

Worthing in July, 2016. 

Our deepest sympathy to Jose-Marie Bel on the death of his brother Christian in Tunis 

in July, 2016. 
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Our deepest sympathy to Bernard Hawkins, Franceska and Rachel on the death of 

Barbara Hawkins (FOH 31.8.07) in June, 2016 after an illness bravely borne. Barbara 

will be remembered for her unfailing support to FOH, especially at our garden parties. 

Our deepest sympathy to Hilary, Neil and Ellis, the children of Peter Fleming (FOH 

17.8.97) and the late Marjorie Fleming, who died in Berwick aged 90 in May, 2016. At 

his funeral service, the family nominated FOH as their preferred charity and the sum of 

£700 was raised as a result of the church collection. We are very pleased that his 

daughter Hilary Evans in Dunblane, Scotland has become a Friend. We remember with 

great pride that it was her parents who co-hosted our first and only event in Scotland 

along with the remarkable Symon family of Edinburgh. 

Our deepest sympathy to Daphne Sanders on the death of her mother Mrs. Sanders in 

May, 2016. 

Our deepest sympathy to Dr. Muriel Berkeley on the death of her husband Dr. John 

Berkeley (FOH 22.10.98) in March, 2016. 

Our deepest sympathy to Oliver on the death of his father Abdullah Borek (FOH 

14.5.03) in Germany in March, 2016. He was actively involved in the care of Syrian 

refugees in his hometown of Celle where he is buried. He served as Imam der Deutschen 

Muslima Liga as well as fulfilling his yearly duty at the Islamic Centre in Bahrain. 

Our deepest sympathy to Clara Semple on the death of her husband John Semple (FOH 

1.8.05) in January, 2016. Peter Harrigan (FOH) gave a short tribute at his funeral and 

referred to his love of the desert. 

Our deepest condolences to Oliver Miles on the death of his brother Christopher Miles 

in 2016. 

Our deepest sympathy to Jocelyn Orchard on the death of her sister and her husband 

Jefferey Orchard (FOH 22.1.99) who died in 2016. The Orchards helped set up the 

Hajar Project in 1980 in the Hajar region of Oman and the UAE, where they operated 

a multi-disciplinary programme of archaeological research. 

Our deepest sympathy to Judy Walcot on the death of her brother Peter Hubble who 

died in Spain in 2016. 

Our deepest sympathy to Muzaffar Zaidi on the death of his wife Nasreen Zaidi (FOH 

7.9.00) in 2015. 

Our deepest condolences to the family of James Taylor (FOH 2.4.00) who died in 

2015. 

Our deepest sympathy to the family of Wing Commander John Ireland OBE (FOH 

10.2.99) who died in 2015 aged 93. 

Our deepest sympathy to Carol Blackett-Ord on the death of her mother in 2015. 



 

 

THANKS 

Yousif al-Nassar for hosting us at his beautiful home in Torquay in September 2016 

and for donating all the proceeds from the sale of his antiques to FOH 

Sultan Ghalib al-Qu’aiti for carrying dates and date biscuits to Torquay from Saudi 

Arabia. 

Alan D’Arcy and Gary Mundy, the masterminds behind the array of cupcakes and 

sandwiches in Torquay and his outstanding team of helpers: June & Melanie Lake, 

Sophie, Dee & Mohsin 

Simon and his wife Dee for organising the chairs, tables, gazebo and making sure all 

the arrangements were perfect on the day itself 

Kyle for manning the car park so ably outside Thatcher House and for giving directions 

Fatima al-Qu’aiti, Elizabeth Loving and Melanie Lake for laying out all the varied 

items on the stall, manning it with charm and dedication and raising the sum of £700 in 

three hours 

Rod Davidson for ferrying Trustees here and there and countless other services 

Tom and Anne Phillips for ferrying a vast load of FOH items in their car from London 

to Torquay and back with a minimum of fuss 

June Lake and Julia Sanders for manning the entrance so gracefully and so diligently, 

raising the grand sum of £1,750 at the gate and for bringing cakes to the Garden Party  

Philippa Vaughan for driving four FOH from London to Torquay and back 

Stewart Hawkins, ever loyal, for coming all the way from France to attend the Garden 

Party 

Peter and Sandy Ingrams for ferrying countless items from Canterbury to East Sheen 

belonging to our late patron Leila Ingrams, many of which were sold at the Torquay 

Garden Party  

Sue Farrington for donating several Arabian items from the estate of the late Hugh 

Leach OBE to the Torquay Garden Party  



 

 

Rukhsana Rashid, Raziff al-Junid, Samia el-Moslimany and Fatima al-Qu’aiti for 

posting newsletters and fliers 

Andrea Hess for donating antique silver jewelry and an alabaster lamp all the way from 

Bavaria to the Torquay Garden Party 

Merilyn Hywel-Jones, Pamela Bunney, James Budd and Audrey Allfree for 

donating miscellaneous items to the Torquay Garden Party 

Dr. Mona Bagour, Joanna Ellis and Elizabeth Loving for donating material and 

haberdashery to the Sewing Centre 

Renate and Taha Husseini for hosting the Treasurer during her trip to Paris to organise 

our 20th Anniversary 

Huraiby el-Huraiby, our Webmaster, who continues to update our website assiduously 

Jose-Marie Bel and Maija Calvert for helping FOH organise our forthcoming 20th 

Anniversary event in Paris and for giving their invaluable time and support 

Geoffrey Calvert OBE for auditing our Annual Accounts 

Fatima al-Qu’aiti for liaising with the Charity Commissioners 

Muzna al-Qu’aiti and Rukhsana Rashid for producing and editing this newsletter 

Andrew Mead for hosting FOH guests at the Robin Hill Hotel in Torquay at reduced 

rates: “Should any of your members need a B&B in Torquay, I’d be happy to give them 

a discount” 

David Halford for taking the photos at the Garden Party produced in this newsletter 

and for giving a CD thereof to the Trustees  

Gudrun Orth of the Deutsche-Jemenitische Gesellschaft for putting a link to FOH on 

their website and to Barbara Schumacher and Wolfgang Gaerte for suggesting this 

CONGRATULATIONS 

Alexander Cumas from Montreal on his appointment as our Local Coordinator in 

Canada where he has made sterling efforts in recruiting several new Friends 



 

 

Wolfgang Gaerte FOH on his appointment as our very enthusiastic Local Coordinator 

in Germany, where he has already started to organise our 2018 fundraising event in 

Bonn on the Rhine 

Dr. Salma S. Damluji on being awarded the prestigious Médaille de la Restauration 

2015 by the French Academy of Architecture  

Mark and Carol Blackett-Ord on their daughter Elinor’s wedding in 2015 

Hamid Ismailov on the publication of his new novel The Dead Lake and on 

participating in the Lahore Literary Festival in 2016 along with his wife Dr. Razia 

Sultanova who performed Uzbek music 

Ovidio Salazar on his documentary The Tainted Veil which premiered at the Carmel 

International Film Festival, California 

Dr. Shahina Ghazanfar from the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew on her excellent 

presentation to the Pakistan Society on the history and culture of plants from the Quran 

Susan Wood on her appointment as Master of the Feltmakers Guild 

Dr. Vitaly Naumkin of the Russian Academy for his presentation on Socotri Oral 

Literature at the Seminar for Arabian Studies at the British Museum in July 2016 

Helen Burnett on her appointment as a Deacon in the Church of England 

Dr. Nizar Ghanem on his appointment as Associate Professor of Community Medicine 

at the Ahfad University for Women in Omdurman, Sudan  

Angela Kilmartin on resuming her singing as a soloist at the Church of St. Anne and 

St. Agnes, St. Mary-at-Hill  

Shadia Alem on her exhibition Harj bin Marj at the Athr Gallery, Jeddah 

Peter and Eileen Crichton on their mammoth overland tour following the Continental 

Divide from Panama to the Canadian border 

Dr. Ali Almihdar on his appointment as a Trustee of the Cambridge Muslim College, 

UK 



 

 

Reinhard Schlagintweit on his 88th birthday in the company of his children Nicola and 

Kaija and his grandchildren in Bavaria 

Nicholas Hopton on his appointment as Chargé d’Affaires to Tehran 

Ahmed Jamal Rashid on the birth of his first grandchild, a boy, in July 2016 

Jose-Marie Bel on the marriage of his son in March 2017 

John Harding (Patron FOH) on the forthcoming publication of his new book: Distant 

Snows, A Mountaineer’s Odyssey (Vertebrate Publishing). John writes “I can supply 

direct fliers or signed copies at £20 including P&P (payable by cheque to John Harding) 

on application to our home address: The Old Rectory, Ilston, Swansea SA2 7LD. The 

foreword has been written by the famous explorer Robin Hanbury Tenison who has 

described the book as ‘a classic of its kind’. It recalls John’s mountaineering adventures 

in Europe, Asia, Africa and Australasia over 60 years proclaiming ‘the power of nature, 

the glory of landscape and the spirit of the mountains’. There is quite a lot about 

indigenous tribes in Iran, Turkey and also some references to South Arabia 

FROM AROUND THE WORLD 

UK: Many FOH will remember reading Last Post: Aden 1964-67 by Sir Julian Paget, 

Lt. Col. Coldstream Guards who died on 25th September, 2016 aged 95 

Saudi Arabia: Sultan Ali Abdul Kareem al-Abdali of Lahej passed away in Jeddah on 

November 21st 2016 

Surrey: On 3rd November 2016, our Patron Joanna Ellis moved from Brockham into a 

care home near Tadworth, Surrey. Those wishing to contact her may write to the 

Treasurer: hadhramaut@btinternet.com 

UK: The Memorial Service for Hugh Leach OBE in April 2016 was attended by several 

FOH at St. Mary Aldemary Church, London 

Germany: Dr. Willi Steul will be retiring from his job in Berlin as Intendant of 

Deutschland Radio in May 2017 

France: Claire Hardy-Guilbert continues to edit articles for the Bulletin Critique des 

Annales islamologiques in Cairo 
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FOH ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 

Our audited accounts and official returns (as required by UK law) are prepared by the 

Treasurer and presented to the Charity Commissioner online by our Corresponding 

Secretary Fatima Al-Qu’aiti, after an Independent Examination by Geoff Calvert. The 

accounts may be inspected on the Charity Commissioner’s website: 

www.charitycommission.gov.uk 

 

 

 

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 

We welcome comments, suggestions and contributions and reserve the right to edit any 

material submitted to: hadhramaut@btinternet.com 

The websites of Friends of Socotra, the British-Yemeni Society and the German-

Yemeni Society have been added to our website: www.hadhramaut.co.uk.  

The password for reading all our 20 newsletters on our website is: frankincense 

Comments from readers on Newsletter Number 19 

Joanna Ellis: Many congratulations to all who helped produce the newsletter. It is first 

class… both interesting and comprehensive 

John Shipman: I have been re-reading your excellent newsletter… let me compliment 

you on its euphony 

Ottawa: It is wonderful that you are making education possible for a school full of girls 

Farnham: I fear news from Hadhramaut must be grim but FOH always has such 

positive and hopeful updates 

Sunderland: We would like to pay tribute to the LC’s endeavours in the Hadhramaut 

Tavistock: The newsletter online is a really excellent production, very informative and 

attractive... it is wonderful that FOH has been able to alleviate some of the misery 

caused 

We thank Maureen Bridge, Peter Egan-Williams and Shahadath Chowdhury for their 

compliments regarding our last newsletter 

Oxford: Such a worthy charity 

Halle University, Germany: FOH ist eine der wenigen Hilfsorganisationen, wo man 

einen detaillierten Bericht uber die Verwendung bekommt 
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Banbury: The achievements of FOH are humbling. I have the utmost admiration for 

all the work FOH with the amazing LC has achieved… it is dreadful that a region that 

already had profound problems is now beset with more trouble 

Tehran: I follow developments in Hadhramaut closely and hopefully we shall see an 

improvement in the humanitarian situation 

Laatzen, Germany: What an incredible work 

Canterbury: We are so glad to support this worthwhile expression of compassion 

London: Congratulations on the FOH newsletter and on all the important work that 

FOH carries out in what seem to be increasingly difficult and tragic circumstances 

I am glad that FOH soldiers on… I expected nothing less 

Dublin: We applaud the good work being done by FOH 

Jeddah: FOH goes from strength to strength. The newsletter is a beautiful piece of 

work 

Montreal: Wow! Such noble efforts under such difficult circumstances 

Paris: The newsletter is wonderful… it was very good to hear what FOH has managed 

to do in such difficult times and with such limited resources 

Corrigendum: This was sent to the Editor by the late John Shipman in March 2016: 

“You refer to both Dr. Noel Brehony and myself in connection with the forthcoming 

publication of Hadhramaut and its Diaspora. I do not warrant this mention. I have only 

made an exiguous contribution to the book, assisting in some of the editorial work”. 

It is interesting to note that 21 percent of the members of the British-Yemeni Society 

are also members of Friends of Hadhramaut. 14 new Friends joined FOH in 2016, 

including 2 from Norway, 2 from Germany and 3 from Canada. We have increased our 

life subscription to £25/€30 to cover our mailing costs. If all Friends could receive their 

newsletters and flyers by email it would save the charity printing and postage costs. 

Please inform us if your postal/email address has changed. 

LEGACIES AND WILLS 

Those thinking about leaving a legacy to FOH can check our bona fides by consulting 

the website of the Charity Commission of England & Wales: 

www.charitycommission.gov.uk. We have been registered with the Commissioners 

under Charity Number 1062560 since May 1997. We hope you do not feel it insensitive 

of us to raise this matter, but if you are planning your will (or making additions to an 

existing one) we cannot over emphasise how grateful we, and the poorest people of 

Hadhramaut would be for a bequest from you. If there is a particular project you are 

interested in supporting, or specific terms and conditions you would like to make, please 

http://www.charitycommission.gov.uk/


 

 

contact our Treasurer at our registered address, or ask your solicitor to do so. Our 

charity’s name and code number is listed on the Inland Revenue website: FAC24JG. 

ITEMS FOR SALE 

The items listed below are for sale from the FOH registered address: 

 English bone-china mugs with FOH logo at £12 each or £20 for 2 

 25 cards depicting aerial views of Hadhramaut, reproduced in black and white 

from photos taken by Group Captain J A Field in 1937 may be purchased for 

£10 

GIFT AID 

Gift Aid is extremely valuable to FOH and may be claimed only on unencumbered 

donations upon which the donor has paid UK Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax at least 

equal to the amount of Gift Aid claimed in the relevant tax year. 

WANTED 

Should any French Friends of Hadhramaut be willing to offer accommodation for a 

night or two to those attending our 20th Anniversary Event in Paris on 13th May 2017, 

please contact our LC in France, Maija Calvert: maijacalvert@gmail.com 

We are looking for a Friend who would be willing to act as a Local Coordinator in 

Malaysia/ Singapore 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

13th May 2017: Jose-Marie Bel is very kindly mounting an exhibition on Hadhramaut 

at his gallery Espace Reine de Saba in Paris to be followed by a luncheon. Please see 

enclosed flyer and be sure to register your attendance ASAP. 

25th April 2017: The London Middle East Institute will launch the book Hadhramaut 

and its Diaspora at The Wolfson Lecture Theatre at SOAS, London at 5:45 pm. 

September 2017: The AGM of the Friends of Socotra will take place in Bern. 

www.friendsofsoqotra.org 

2018: Under the auspices of Wolfgang Gaerte, our Local Coordinator in Germany, 

FOH will host our annual fundraising event in Bonn along the river Rhine on a date yet 

to be determined. 

FOH Norway and FOH Canada have offered to host events in the near future. 
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